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This journal serves as a forum for scientists, including young scholars to publish and share their research achievements. The journal covers original and authentic research and development work from all the branches of Home Science. It is widely subscribed to, by individuals and educational institutions across India. Sixteen issues of the journal have been brought out so far since 2002.

- Subscription for each year covers two issues – January and July.
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- The content page for the back issues can be accessed on the website www.nirmalaniketan.com
- We also request you and your research staff to kindly submit papers for consideration for the forthcoming issues of the journal. For submissions of the papers, kindly see the format below

The format of the journal includes:

1. Review paper on specific topics of current trends pertaining to Home Science. It should be a mini review with around 15-18 typed pages.
2. Research papers with a maximum of 7-14 pages
3. Research notes limited to a maximum of 2-6 typed pages
4. Paper / Book Review of not more than 1 typed page each.

SUBMISSIONS OF PAPER

On submission to RESEARCH REACH, the manuscript (original paper) or review will come under the ownership of the journal. RESEARCH REACH reserves the right to edit the manuscript for grammar, consistency, and clarity without additional permissions from the author. No changes will be made by the editors in the content or data. A copy of the edited document will be sent to the author for approval and for clarifications/corrections. The author is required to respond within 1 week via email or through telephonic conversation.

1. Cover letter

Papers should be accompanied by a cover letter including a brief summary of the work and a short explanation of the novelty of the study and how it advances in its’ field.

2. Peer review policy
RESEARCH REACH has a double-blind reviewing policy. This means that the names of the author and reviewer are withheld from each other to prevent bias. The reviewers assess whether the study is relevant, has followed ethical guidelines, and designed appropriately.

They may raise questions on the methodology, interpretation of the data, statistical analysis, etc. if necessary. It is their decision to accept a paper, request modification if any, or reject a paper.

3. Acknowledgement and Conflict of Interest

Acknowledgements must appear at the end of the manuscript, after the conclusion. Authors must declare any conflict of interest in a separate section after the acknowledgements.

4. Funding source

All manuscripts must be submitted with details of the funding agency and the grant number. If the study is supported by multiple grants, all must be listed in this section. In case the research is not supported by any grant, this must be stated in a single sentence. The funding source must appear after the acknowledgements.

5. Permission

Any illustrations, tables, figures, or quotes taken from a previously published source must be used in the manuscript only after due permission has been taken from the original author/copyright holders. The permission must be produced whenever requested for by this journal. Research Reach will not take any responsibility for a breach in this matter.

6. File Type

Manuscripts must be submitted to nnrc.researchreach@gmail.com. RESEARCH REACH accepts manuscripts in an editable format. The preferred format is Word (Doc or DocX). Files in PDF, RTF, LaTeX, or other formats will not be accepted. Only Soft copy of the manuscript is required.

7. Title Page

The Title Page must begin with the Title of the manuscript in bold, uppercase and followed by the names of authors in font size 12 and the highest degree obtained by them written next to the names.

Identify each author's institution by a superscript number (e.g. A.B. Smith¹) and list the institutions underneath and after the final author. Corresponding author should include address, telephone number, and e-mail address in the first page of the manuscript.

Body of the manuscript and writing style
Abstract: The abstract must be between 150-250 words; it must have an introduction, describe the aim of the study, the methods, the results, and a conclusion. Please provide 3-6 keywords at the end of the abstract. This will be excluded from the abstract’s word count.

The manuscript should be divided into the following sections:

- Introduction
- Materials and Methods
- Results and Discussion
- Conclusion
- Acknowledgement
- Funding Source
- Conflict of Interest
- References

Avoid describing the table in the results. Rather, use the space to explain trends in the data and associate it with your hypothesis. Review articles must include a summary at the end of the manuscript, of not more than 200 words.

Quick Points:

- Times New Roman, size: 12,
- Line spacing: 1.15
- Text alignment: justify
- Text heading in uppercase
- Do not use page breaks in your manuscript
- Include page numbering
- Keep the margins for page layout: normal (i.e.1”)

The whole paper must be written in British English only. Avoid redundancy. Numerals between one and ten must be spelled out. Do not begin a sentence with numerals. For abbreviations, expand the term in the abstract (if the term is to be repeated within the abstract) and at the first mention within the body of the manuscript. Maintain consistency in the use of units. Use internationally accepted short forms of units. Please note, ‘conc.’ and ‘alc.’ are NOT acceptable in the text. Use of kilocalories (Kcal) for energy is encouraged.

8. References

The references must contain the names of the original authors or editors, the year of publication, title of the article, names of journal/book, volume and issue or edition, and page numbers. All titles in the reference list should be spelled out rather than abbreviated. References cited in the text should agree with those in the reference list. **Note:** Please list the first two authors and then add "et al." if there are additional authors.

For journal references:


For Book References:

For Web references:


Inclusion of DOI and ISBN numbers are encouraged. Even after paraphrasing, it is necessary to provide the reference to the original study from which the statement has been borrowed. Authors must obtain written permission for any unpublished data from the original authors.

Authors are responsible for the accuracy of the references and ensuring that all referred material is paraphrased and cited with complete details given in the references. In the absence of proper citation/references, any accusation of plagiarism will be borne by the author. Please note, plagiarism is a serious offence and punishable by law under the Indian Copyright Act, 1957. RESEARCH REACH will not take responsibility for the author’s oversight, whether intentional or not, and will fully co-operate with authorities under the Indian law in bringing defaulters to task.

9. Figures and Tables

Figures should be submitted as .TIF or .JPG files with a resolution of at least 300 dpi. The journal shall print coloured tables and illustrations as well. Table titles must be above the table. Figure titles must be placed under the figure. Give appropriate titles to the tables and figures, and number them using Arabic numerals and align them centrally. All abbreviations in the table must be expanded under the table. Preferably add the units in the column/row headings. Column headings should be brief. The values in the table should be rounded-off to 2 decimals places or less. All significant values must be accompanied by an asterisk (*) and the asterisk must be explained below the table. Infer the table in the text but avoid duplication of data as Figures and Tables. Please acknowledge the original authors/owners of the image or table, if any. Figures and tables should be provided on a separate document file along with the manuscript to ensure appropriate formatting.

10. Ethics and Study Participants

All studies involving the use of human participants and animal experimentation must comply with the principles of ethics and laws governing their use in research. Written consent is necessary from all human participants, and must be provided whenever requested for by the journal. Research
Reach does not take any responsibility in case of discrepancy on the part of the author in following ethical principles, and any consequences as a result must be borne by the author.

11. Other Instructions

Please note that the language and format for writing a research paper is very different from that of a complete thesis/dissertation. Avoid repeating the results from the tables’ in the text. Use the space in the text to discuss the results and its applications. Authors must mention if the manuscript submitted has been presented orally or as a poster before.

12. Copyright Information

As soon as an article is accepted for publication, authors will be requested to assign copyright of the article (or to grant exclusive publication and dissemination rights) to the publisher (respective the owner if other than Nirmala Niketan Research Centre). This will ensure the widest possible protection and dissemination of information under copyright laws.

Kindly provide e-mail ids to speed up communication. The paper can be sent by and for any further clarifications kindly e-mail to: - nnrc.researchreach@gmail.com
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Research Director
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